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Jolt Project Whitepaper Democratizing Energy For A Cleaner Future.



The Jolt Project



Jolt is power sharing in a unique way. With over 540,000 Electric vehicles on the road and under 17k Charging stations, of which most are only located in heavily populated cities, the need for power stations in between metropolitan areas is a prevalent issue. Jolt intends to bridge the gap between distance, and electric vehicle power stations by curating a global network of individuals who will share electricity from their home or business and earn Jolt Gas Coins [JLG] as long as they remain active on the network. Additionally, these partners will be paid in their preference of either Cryptocurrency or Fiat for each recharge at their location via the Jolt iOS/Android app



BENEFITS OF EV’S Cheaper to maintain: A battery electric vehicle (BEV) has a lot less moving parts than a conventional petrol/diesel car. There is relatively little servicing and no expensive exhaust systems, starter motors, fuel injection systems, radiators and many other parts that aren’t needed in an EV. With just one moving part – the rotor – BEVs are particularly simple and very strong. Just maintain the brakes, tires and suspension and that’s about it. Batteries do wear out so replacement batteries will eventually be needed. Most car manufacturers warrant EV batteries for around 8 years. Plug-in Hybrid Electric Vehicles (PHEVs) have a petrol engine that needs regular servicing so cost more to maintain. However, because the electrical motor requires little maintenance due to far fewer moving parts, this leads to less wear and tear of the petrol engine components. Renewable energy: If you use renewable energy to recharge your EV, you can reduce your greenhouse gas emissions even further. You could recharge your EV from your solar PV system during the day instead of from the grid. Another idea is to purchase GreenPower from your electricity retailer. Then, even if you recharge your EV from the grid, your greenhouse gas emissions are reduced. Eco-friendly materials: There is also a trend towards more eco-friendly production and materials for EVs. The Ford Focus Electric is made up of recycled materials and the padding is made out of bio based materials. The Nissan Leaf’s interior and bodywork are partly made out of green materials such as recycled water bottles, plastic bags, old car parts and even second hand home appliances6. Health benefits Reduced harmful exhaust emissions is good news for our health. Better air quality will lead to less health problems and costs caused by air pollution. EVs are also quieter than petrol/diesel vehicles, which means less noise pollution. Safety improvements: Recent findings have shown that several EV features can improve safety. EVs tend to have a lower center of gravity that makes them less likely to roll over. They can also have a lower risk for major fires or explosions and the body construction and durability of EVs may make them safer in a collision. Our energy security: On a national level, EVs can help with Australia’s energy security. At present, Australia is highly dependent on other countries for petroleum imports. EVs are easy to power from local and renewable energy sources, reducing our dependence on foreign oil. There are also better employment benefits for Australians through the use of locally produced electricity



D I S A D VA N TA G E S O F E V ’ S The main disadvantages of electric car ownership concern range anxiety: the fear you'll run out of juice when you're nowhere near a charging station. Indeed, both the Ford Focus Electric and Nissan Leaf offer a range of approximately 75 miles.



For most drivers, that's more than enough to get around -- but many will require a second car, if only to calm their nerves. Another big disadvantage is that many drivers will have to install a charging station at home. It's not necessary, however, as you can simply charge your EV at work or at various public charging stations. But most shoppers will want a charging station at home, cutting into the cost savings from owning an EV in the first place. Although EV ownership eliminates many maintenance hassles, such as oil changes, it can also lead to big expenses. These are mostly because of batteries mounted in modern electric vehicles. Overall battery life is expected to be around a decade, and replacement battery packs can be costly. Most estimates put them well into the thousands of dollars. Finally, EV ownership doesn't eliminate fuel costs entirely. As mentioned, electricity isn't free -- and charging during peak hours can add to your utility bills. Still, many drivers won't see costs increase more than $20 per month, at most.



L ACK OF A ROBUST NET WORK The Power of Jolt. The energy industry used to be simple. Vertically-integrated utilities sat in the middle of the system, like benevolent spiders spinning a web out to the last consumer requesting connection: they decided where and when to build generating capacity; they decided how to bridge the distance between generators and loads; they kept the system in balance through the deft application of the levers available to a centralized controlling entity. While progressive utilities and regulators try to position themselves as consumer-focused or consumer-centric, the reality is, even the most progressive are only rephrasing a narrative that pushes citizens into categories of consumers. Clinging to the umbilicus of the power network, consumers are fed a steady diet of price and product. The cost of fuel security can be counted in terms of control, certainty and economic independence. But a global technology revolution has changed the power balance between consumers and centralized fuel authorities. The booming market in Distributed Energy Resources (DER) like solar photovoltaic systems (PV), batteries, microgrids and embedded networks has moved the power balance from central authorities to the edges of the grid, to where citizens have control. And it is not just about controlling the cost of energy consumption, it is a reflection of peoples’ desires that their energy supplies are more sustainable, more socially-responsible, more local, more resilient and more democratic. All that is needed to move the revolution into the mainstream is a model for a robust network of EV charging that takes control out of the hands of central players and puts everyday citizens in charge of a co-created energy future. The Jolt Project Ecosystem is that platform.



Electricity is a critical enabler. The current electrification state of the global population is at 84%. Advanced and transitional economies require secure access to modern sources of energy, to underpin their development and growing prosperity. In developing countries, access to affordable and reliable energy is fundamental to reducing poverty, improving health, increasing productivity, enhancing competitiveness and promoting economic growth. Hundreds of millions of people have attained modern energy access over the last two decades through distribution networks, especially in China and India. This means that more people on Earth than ever before are now connected to ever-growing and interconnected electricity networks. This creates an enormous appetite for innovative new vehicular peer-to-peer (P2P) energy transaction platforms.



L ACK OF A ROBUST NET WORK



Gasoline stations outnumber electric vehicle charging stations by a wide margin in key global markets. That gap is expected to narrow with planned charger installations and significant growth in fast charging. University of Michigan researchers earlier this year reported 16,000 public charging stations in the U.S., with nearly 43,000 individual charging connectors or plugs, based on federal government data. That made for only about one-in-10 charging stations to gas stations, with about 112,000 gas stations operating in the U.S. as of 2015. China had 190,000 chargers installed by September 2017, with big plans in place to expand the network to 800,000 charging points. The premise behind commitments made to EV charging infrastructures is that installing plentiful charging stations — especially fast chargers — will alleviate “range anxiety” over EVs running out of power, leaving drivers stuck out on the road. It’s one of the necessary elements to make EVs competitive with internal combustion engine vehicles. Gas stations won’t be forced to shut down anytime soon over competition from global EV sales and its charging infrastructure. But the competition is there Tesla hasn't reached its commitment of doubling its global Supercharger fast-charging network this year. The electric carmaker earlier this year claimed it would go from about 5,000 Superchargers up to 10,000. It did bring an impressive number to the network, with more than 3,150 more Superchargers added this year. German automaker Volkswagen has agreed to add a substantial number of charging stations to U.S. cities — as part of restitution for its ‘Dieselgate’ deceptive practices on vehicle emissions reporting in its diesel cars. The Environmental Protection Agency had confronted VW about its emissions cheating scandal in September 2015. Volkswagen will be installing 2,800 charging stations in 17 of the largest U.S. cities by June 2019, the company announced in December. The automaker’s Electrify America subsidiary will deploy about 500 locations. About 75% of the stations will be at workplaces and the rest at multifamily dwellings, such as apartment buildings and condos. The remaining charging stations will be placed in high-traffic areas with more frequent charging activity.



L ACK OF A ROBUST NET WORK



While many of the new chargers being installed run at 240 volts, fast chargers tend to start at 150 kW with new chargers being installed with the capacity to reach 350 kW. An alliance of automakers will be deploying about 400 fast charging stations across Europe by 2020. BMW, Daimler, Ford, and Volkswagen with its Audi and Porsche subsidiaries in November formed a joint venture called IONITY to carry it out. The High-Power-Charging (HPC) network will install chargers that will have the capacity to go up to 350 kW and will use the brand-agnostic Combined Charging System as the standard. Europe just saw the first of its "ultra-fast" charging networks installed with the capacity to go up to 350 kW. Installed in Germany, it was the first of 21 that will be placed soon in the region. On December 21, Allego announced the installation of the first one in Kleinostheim near Frankfurt, Germany. Under the Ultra-E project, 21 stations will be installed throughout the Netherlands, Belgium, and Germany. Gas stations still have an edge over EV charging by delivering a full tank of gas in five-to-10 minutes. EV chargers have taken much longer, making fuel-efficient gasoline-powered cars a tough competitor. The next-generation fast charger is expected to recharge electric cars for 200-to-300 miles of range with a 15-minute fast charge. That will certainly increase competition, especially if they’re widely available.



Oilprice.com is a USA TODAY content partner offering energy industry news and commentary. Its content is produced independently of USA TODAY.



BRIDGING THE GAP Jolt will address the range issue of EV owners by creating a network of charging stations in both metropolitan and rural areas, by creating a platform that will allow users to earn residual income via JLT Tokens by having their home or business active on the Jolt Network. Those partners will earn additional income by charging a fee via the Jolt App for each time their Jolt Station is used. Each individual Jolt partner will be able to charge a rate of their preference at or below our set cap, to keep the network competitive once mass adoption occurs. The Jolt Network will offer current EV owners, especially those with outfitted charging stations currently at their home the opportunity to earn an income. As well as those without retrofitted charging stations to earn an ever increasing income as more and more EV vehicles become present on the road. Jolt will also implement company owned EV stations on strategic rural roads, developing areas, and in metropolitan cities with a lack of EV Charging infrastructure. Jolt is a first of it’s kind adaptation, we see the future, and we are preparing for it in the most intuitive way. Jolt will have the infrastructure that is needed once autonomous vehicles become ubiquitous. The Jolt network will be the facility for autonomous vehicles to charge en route to their destinations. As more and more EV vehicles become outfitted with quick chargers, the time it takes to charge drives down less and less. Currently about 30 min, and foreseeable future is at about 5-15 minutes. Unfortunately, there is no network available between non major cities to charge EV vehicles. Jolt is making that possible, by 1) offering every home or business an opportunity of supplemental income by joining the Jolt network. 2) Offering EV owners a vast network. So, each home or business will become a Jolt Station. Just as with ride sharing each individual car owner becomes and Uber. Once, autonomous vehicles become more mainstream, the Jolt network will still be in place, and the ability to take driver less cars across long distances will be available as well.



GROWTH OF EV’S In addition to stationary electricity consumers (buildings, factories, apartments and houses), non-stationary electricity users are driving up electricity demand across the globe. The year 2015 saw the global threshold exceed 1 million Electric Vehicles (EV) on the road, with the total number closing at 1.26 million. To service this growing fleet, there were an estimated total of 1.45 million electric car charging points worldwide in 2015. EVs are forecast to reach price parity with combustion engine cars by 2025, largely due to falling battery cost and increasing fuel density. The deployment scenarios for the stock of EVs range: • Between 2 to 20 million EVs in use worldwide by 2020; • Between 18 to 60 million by 2025; and • Between 22 to 140 million by 2030



TO K E N S Jolt tokens are NOT AN ASSET, NOR A SECURITY. It is a utility token. Jolt tokens do not represent or confer any ownership right or stake, share, security, or equivalent rights, or any right to receive dividends, other payments, intellectual property rights, or any other form of participation in or relating to the project described in this white paper and/or in the Jolt Project or any of its affiliates. The holders of Jolt tokens are only entitled to use Jolt Tokens products as described in this document if successfully developed, or to resell the tokens. The JLT token itself will be based on Ethereum, a blockchain-based computing platform. Ethereum allows smart contracts – distributed computer programs which can facilitate online contractual agreements in a cryptographically secure manner. Smart contracts are what enables the existence of Jolt tokens as a truly transparent and decentralized service. This technology also ensures that Jolt removes the need for intermediaries and having a central authority you need to trust, through smart contracts, the complex process of choosing peers, tracking delivery and facilitating bidding/payment can be described in the contract itself, while still running on the distributed Ethereum network and taking advantage of the blockchain qualities. JLT are distributed and kept on the main Ethereum network. To optimize the transaction cost and performance, all micro transactions are processed offchain and only the final stakes are returned to the Ethereum network. We believe in the idea of keeping tokens on Ethereum and see it as a bank platform, and an excellent platform to enter exchange markets. JLT is our ERC20 Token which will be used as a payment between EV owners and the host of the Jolt station, each Jolt station will be able to dictate the amount of JLT they charge, which will keep it competitive and offer a benefit to the those who need charging. JLG is our coin, that runs on our own blockchain, and will be used and issued weekly as an incentive payment from us, Jolt, to each station host owner as long as they remain active on the Network. By offering their home or business as a Jolt station each individual will receive a dividend of sorts, based on several factors. This reward program will be in place so that Jolt station host will have a financial incentive to remain active on the network, even if their station isn't used.



TO K E N S The JLT token will serve as the method of exchange for payments to use Jolt Stations. The rate at which each Partner station will be set by the host of the station, with a maximum charge cap set by Jolt to protect consumers from price gouging in certain areas, or under certain situations and conditions. Jolt tokens will be listed on exchanged after the ICO is complete, and token holders will have the opportunity to keep, sell, or use the tokens to purchase Jolt ups at Jolt Stations. There will be a total of 100 Million JLT, with 17.5 M being offered during the ICO, and a set amount to be allocated to bounties, giveaways and air drops as decided by the Jolt Team. Below will be a break down of the Jolt Token:



Total Supply [JLT]: 100,000,000 ICO Total 17,500,000 JLT ICO Round 1: February 15, 2018 Round 1: 5,000,000 JLT Round 1 Price: .20 USD



Round 2: March 1, 2018 Round 2: 5,000,000 JLT Round 2 Price: .40 USD Round 3: April 15, 2018 Round 3: 2,500,000 JLT Round 3 Price: .60 USD Round 4: May 15, 2018 Round 4: 2,500,000 JLT Round 4 Price: 1.00 USD



A P P L I C AT I O N in New York City, Hurricane Sandy destroyed the century-old concept of utility power supplies and heralded a new era of distributed energy supplies that value resilience over tradition. In Australia, in the years between 2011 and 2016, more new generating capacity was installed on residential roofs than was connected to transmission networks.



If regulator forecasts are accurate, network businesses face the prospect of leaking hundreds of millions of dollars in revenue as a result of the load defection brought about through the proliferation of rooftop PV and the uptake of distributed energy storage. There is an inconvenient truth facing the traditional energy supply industry: at some stage, it will be cheaper and more effective to self-supply than to rely on the network to provide low-cost and reliable and clean energy. It might happen in five years, it might happen in two (according to research for some consumers it has already happened, but we need to accept the fact that if the only purpose of energy networks is the provision of energy, then we are putting them up against some stern competition in the form of DERs. There is an alternative to this steadily emerging obsolescence and, oddly enough, it can help to preserve the value of existing network assets while reducing the risk of investment for those co-creating the energy system of the future. Re-imagining the network as a decentralized and “trustless” trading platform. The rapid penetration of DERs means we now have a distribution system characterized by bi-directional flows of energy and millions of active prosumers. At a residential level, consumers are spilling energy into the network and feeling under-rewarded for their contribution. A network that allows consumers to realize value from their investment in DER presents an additional value proposition that could encourage even greater investment in distributed renewables and a new era of network management. This new paradigm will see ever increasing levels of automation and resilience led, not by a small number of large-scale centralized investments, but by millions of micro-investments distributed across the system.
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